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Vision: To be a global force in innovative data solutions

Mission: Leave no data stranded, leave no action incomplete
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Disclaimers

Forward Looking Statements

This discussion includes certain statements that may be deemed “forward-looking statements” that are subject to risks and uncertainty. All statements, other than statements of historical 

facts included in this discussion, including, without limitation, those regarding FLYHT Aerospace Solutions Ltd.’s ("FLYHT" or the "Company’s") financial position, business strategy, 

projected costs, future plans, projected revenues, objectives of management for future operations, the Company’s ability to meet any repayment obligations, the use of non-GAAP financial 

measures, trends in the airline industry, the global financial outlook, expanding markets, research and development of next generation products and any government assistance in financing 

such developments, foreign exchange rate outlooks, new revenue streams and sales projections, cost increases as related to marketing, research and development (including AFIRS 228), 

administration expenses, and litigation matters, may be or include forward-looking statements. Although the Company believes the expectations expressed in such forward-looking 

statements are based on a number of reasonable assumptions regarding the Canadian, U.S., and global economic environments, local and foreign government policies/regulations and 

actions and assumptions made based upon discussions to date with the Company’s customers and advisers, such statements are not guarantees of future performance and actual results 

or developments may differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements. Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements 

include production rates, timing for product deliveries and installations, Canadian, U.S., and foreign government activities, volatility of the aviation market for the Company’s products and 

services, factors that result in significant and prolonged disruption of air travel worldwide, U.S. military activity, market prices, foreign exchange rates, continued availability of capital and 

financing and general economic, market, or business conditions in the aviation industry, worldwide political stability or any effect those may have on our customer base. Investors are 

cautioned that any such statements are not guarantees of future performance and that actual results or developments may differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking 

statements.

Although the Company believes that the expectations reflected in such forward-looking statements are reasonable, there can be no assurance that such expectations will prove to have 

been correct. The Company cannot assure investors that actual results will be consistent with any forward-looking statements; accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on 

forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements contained herein are current only as of the date of this document. The Company disclaims any intentions or obligation to 

update or revise any forward-looking statements or comments as a result of any new information, future event or otherwise, unless such disclosure is required by law.
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FLYHT delivers Actionable Intelligence
to the global aviation industry.

“As we speak, a massive digital revolution is sweeping across the global airline 

industry, touching every aspect of an airline's business, and especially operations. 

FLYHT has been active in this space for over 20 years, so is better positioned than 

any competitor to anticipate the industry's needs, and to lead this digital wave.”

-- Barry Eccleston, retired CEO Airbus America
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Industry Needs More Action

“I am removing delay codes which 

have existed forever because the 

‘somebody gets blamed’ culture 

does nothing to focus on doing the 

right thing for the customer.” 
-- Scott Kirby, CEO1

“I don’t want another report, 

dashboard, email … We need to 

change the actions to prevent the 

cost, not find out about it later.” “If we have an APU running and we 

are paying for gate power, I need 

the station attendant to explain why 

or fix the issue. We have no 

visibility today and no way to force 

an action to fix a problem before it 

costs us money.”

(1) WSJ interview, September 14, 2021

https://www.wsj.com/video/united-airlines-ceo-is-using-data-to-improve-work-culture/57344B72-1F2F-4FAE-B705-B162B222B577.html

https://www.wsj.com/video/united-airlines-ceo-is-using-data-to-improve-work-culture/57344B72-1F2F-4FAE-B705-B162B222B577.html
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FLYHT is a data specialist, particularly 
on wing data collection and analysis.

For years, FLYHT was the data pipe. Now 
we are investing in Machine Learning to 
drive decisions. We shine the light on 
problems before they become costs.

Too Much Data, Not Enough Action

Data

Descriptive

What happened?

Diagnostic

Why did it happen?

Predictive

What will happen?

Prescriptive

What should I do?

Decision Support

Decision Automation

Decision Action

Analytics Human Input

Data Provision vs. SaaS
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The Platform For The Future

Global leader in airborne data collection turned into Actionable Intelligence

AWS Technology Partner for Travel and Hospitality applications

Partnering with SITA expanding reach and capabilities

Purchase of CrossConsense to fill European and maintenance voids

Transformation to AWS certified platform for machine learning, IoT 

connectivity, and rapid deployment of solutions.

New products: AFIRS Edge, Actionable Intelligence, WVSS, Fleet Watch, Fuel Sense

FLYHT-WVSS-II (Water Vapour Sensing System) + TAMDAR exclusive tools for weather
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Partnering With Industry Leaders: SITA

▪ Iridium Certus engagement with SITA

▪ FLYHT to resell SITA's AIRCOM® Cockpit Services

▪ Aligns sales endeavors and enables FLYHT to 
provide inflight satellite internet connectivity 
to AFIRS Edge customers

▪ SITA is not a hardware provider – AFIRS Edge 
provides platform for 3rd parties on the aircraft

Air Transport Communications and 

Information Technology

400+
airline customers

18,000
aircraft supported

SITA is the leading IT provider to the global air transport industry

“We see FLYHT as a strong partner for furthering the reach of our services to smaller, 

regional airlines. The company’s AFIRS Edge is a state-of-the art solution that gives 

aviation customers real-time access to the latest satellite and cellular connectivity. We 

look forward to further developing this relationship.”

-- Sebastien Fabre, CEO SITA FOR AIRCRAFT
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Successful Cloud Journey With AWS

▪ Partnership recognizes the strength of 
FLYHT’s technology solutions

▪ Provides access and introductions to 
other AWS partners

▪ AWS provides rigour around process 
and development

▪ Formal approach to data management 
and data governance
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AFIRS EdgeTM Supports SaaS Model

▪ Wireless QAR Functions(3G/4G/5G)

▪ Aircraft Interface Device (AID) functions

▪ Iridium Certus capable

▪ Onboard IoT data via Bluetooth and EFB Power

▪ Avionics Data Loader

▪ Reuse of existing FLYHT avionics software

▪ SaaS billing similar to Cell Phone plans starting 
@ $250 per month per aircraft

Reuse of Technology to drive 

SaaS with innovative tool
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Maintenance System Expertise And European Base

+

The two key ingredients required to build and run superior predictive and prescriptive 

maintenance models are maintenance records and real-time aircraft data.

With CrossConsense, FLYHT has both ingredients.

▪ Experts in maintenance systems

▪ ~80% recurring revenue

▪ Mostly European client base

▪ Specializing in real-time aircraft data

▪ SaaS and data management

▪ Global clients (underweight Europe)

Aligning two complementary providers 
of data and analytics solutions to aviation 
industry with recurring revenue models

Enhances financial profile with 
growing, cash flow positive business

Select
Customers

Limited overlap in customers, products, 
or geography, creates substantial 
opportunity for cross-selling solutions

Unmatched dataset from combination 
of real-time data from the aircraft and 
detailed maintenance information

>80 customers

Talented leadership team forms  
European division of FLYHT

Similar company cultures with focus 
on customer solutions and dedication to 
customer service 

A FLYHT Company
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Globally Diversified Business

North America Europe Rest of World

3%57% 40%

20%

2021

20221 50% 30%

(1) With CrossConsense
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Exclusive Airborne Weather With FLYHT-WVSS-II

▪ Existing weather business is growing and profitable

▪ All SaaS revenue paid by Government bodies

▪ Working with major agencies around the globe on 
new applications of the technology

▪ Together with TAMDAR, FLYHT has humidity sensor 
equipment for any type of aircraft

The acquisition of the WVSS-II sensor puts 

FLYHT in a unique position as having the 

only airborne humidity sensing system

~200
sensors deployed

~65%
gross margins
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▪ Specialty fuel reporting

▪ CORSIA expertise and reporting

▪ Manage fuel by load customization

▪ Real-time weather observations

▪ Aircraft health monitoring for rigging or 
engine adjustments

Focused on ESG

“FLYHT takes ESG responsibility seriously 
in how it does business, supporting the 

global aviation industry in operating more 
profitably while helping make a positive 

impact in reducing emissions associated 
with their operations.” 

-- Bill Tempany, CEO

FLYHT offers real-time information to help 

airlines monitor and improve fuel efficiency
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Focused on Recurring Revenue and SaaS

% of LTM

Revenue

SaaS 53%

Hardware 30%

Licensing 14%

Technical Services 3%

80%

Recurring SaaS

65% SaaS Gross Margins
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Why FLY Should Be On Your Screen

▪ AFIRS Edge solves 2G/3G obsolescence and 
drives SaaS revenue growth

▪ AWS competency partner

▪ CrossConsense established and profitable

▪ SITA relationship drives market reach

▪ Exclusive airborne weather data capabilities

▪ Growth organic and inorganic and SaaS focused

▪ Drive environmental, financial and resource 
savings for our customers
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30,000 Foot View Of FLYHT

$24mm

Backlog at Q4 2021

~ $11mm

LTM Revenue

53%
LTM SaaS Revenue 

as % of Total

>65%
SaaS

Gross Margins

$$$

800%
Customer ROI++

>4.6mm

Hours of Voice and Data 

Services

95%
Retention Rate*

(80 Worldwide Airline Customers)

>3.0mm

Flights

23 Years of Commercial Aviation Experience

**Retention Rate defined as customers not leaving for another system. Some are no longer customers because of bankruptcy etc.

++ Based on one-time investment of $5 million for AFIRS with $40 million ROI per year
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There are three mandate policies are being evaluated.

▪ FLYHT-WVSSII 

System Test at CAAC lab in May, Install trial test in August. FLYHT is an exclusive provider to offer 
accurate weather information.

▪ Edge with AeroMacs

AeroMacs has been approved for airport authorities (e.g. ATC) private network, AFIRS Edge is a ready 
product and accommodate AeroMacs chipset. 

▪ 4G-5G QAR Upgrade

With 3G technology phased out and new airports built with 4G/5G, current 3G QAR needs to be upgraded. 
FLYHT offer easy install and upgrade method to allow airlines to install AFIRS Edge overnight.

FLYHT In China Market
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Investment Highlights

▪ Shifted company focus from hardware Satcom solutions provider to recurring revenue SaaS based on  

Actionable Intelligence
Strategic Focus

Technology Leadership

Customer Relationships

Operational Excellence

Financial Strength

Leadership Team

M&A / U.S. Uplist

▪ Launched world's first 5G/LTE Quick Access Recorder (wQAR) as the aviation industry migrates from 

2G/3G technology

▪ 100% customer retention of all pre-pandemic customers who survived, confirming FLYHT products and 

services are vital to airline operations and critical to an airline’s success

▪ Realized $2 million of permanent run-rate cost savings

▪ $24 million in backlog with >53% recurring @ >65% margin

▪ $4.5 million in cash and cash equivalents

▪ Debt is $4.5 million of no-interest and low-interest loans from Canadian government

▪ Strengthened leadership team and Board of Directors with both internal promotions and key external hires 

such as Willie Cecil and Bruce Gowling, and Axel Christ from CrossConsense

▪ Initiated M&A strategy to build out weather data with the FLYHT-WVSS-II water vapor sensing system & 

maintenance systems expertise with CrossConsense. Began preparation for uplist to a U.S. national 

exchange.
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Thank you for 

your interest

investors@flyht.com

Alana Forbes
Chief Financial Officer

Matt Chesler
FNK IR

403.291.7437 646.809.2183

matt@fnkir.com

Vision: To be a global force in innovative data solutions

Mission: Leave no data stranded, leave no action incomplete
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Large Addressable Market

FLYHT Today

Total Aviation1

Represents the total number of aircraft in operation globally

(1) According to aviation analysts Ascend

Total Aircraft

40,000

Commercial Aircraft

25,000

FLYHT

3,000

There are a substantial number of aircraft globally that FLYHT can impact with its solutions
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FLYHT Delivers SaaS Driven Savings

Fuel
Irregular 

Operations

Better visibility into unplanned events

Improve passenger satisfaction

Mitigation and resolution solutions

Projected Savings 0.5%

Turns

Improved passenger satisfaction

Reduce ground delays

Improve asset utilization

Reduce crew costs

Increase Profits by 1%

Get information that is not available through 

ACARS or traditional data systems.

Reinforce 7 IATA fuel initiatives

Track and report CORSIA metrics

Manage Tankering vs cost metrics

Projected Savings 0.5%

FLYHT tools can save an operator of a 100 aircraft fleet 

>$120 million over 3 years


